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A SPECIAL OFFER FOR FHC MEMBERS!

For a limited time, all new and renewing members at the
$125 and $250+ levels can choose to receive a great premium.
Members who give at the $125 level may receive
one of two great books.
Journal of Light caps prize-winning photographer John
Moran’s 20-year odyssey to discover the soul of one of the most
photographed states in the country. This remarkable collection of
images and essays celebrates the magic of a landscape born of water
and “blessed with beauty beyond measure.” Book is hand-signed
by the photographer.

History of Florida in 40 Minutes offers a brief, stirring
Journal of Light: The Visual Diary of a Florida Nature Photographer
by John Moran, 128 pages, hard-cover

introduction to the state’s history in both audio and print formats.
Gannon, a distinguished Florida historian, packs thousands of
years of history and change into a concise, authoritative 40-minute
cruise through Florida’s history.

Members who give $250+ may receive

Enid Shomer | Tourist Season

Cynthia Barnett | Mirage: Florida and the
Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S.
Sudye Cauthen | Southern Comforts:
Rooted in a Florida Place

Just use the form and return envelope inside
the magazine centerfold to choose your book
premium and make your contribution today.

For more information or to check on your membership status, contact us at cmeek@flahum.org or (727) 873-2001.

599 Second Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5005

FEATURING EXCERPTS FROM WINNERS
OF THE FLORIDA BOOK AWARDS

James W. Hall | Magic City

a one-year subscription to Humanities, the
bimonthly magazine of the National Endowment
for the Humanities, in addition to their choice
of books.

History of Florida in 40 Minutes
by Michael Gannon, 80 pages with accompanying CD
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2007 Winners: Nonfiction: Gold: Cynthia Barnett, Mirage: Florida and the Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S. Silver: Bruce Hunt, Florida Then & Now Bronze: Sudye Cauthen,

Southern Comforts: Rooted in a Florida Place Elna Green, Looking for the New Deal General Fiction: Gold: Enid Shomer, Tourist Season Silver: Leonard Nash, You Can’t Get
There from Here Bronze: Diana Abu-Jaber, Origin Uthaya Kumar, Ticket to the Moon Poetry: Gold: David Kirby, House on Boulevard Street Silver: Reginald Shepherd,
Fata Morgana Bronze: Julianna Baggott, Compulsions of Silkworms and Bees Young Adult: Gold: Tracy A. Akers, The Search for the Unnamed One Silver: Edward Bloor, Taken
Bronze: Crissa-Jean Chappell, Total Constant Order Children’s: Gold: Adrian Fogelin, The Sorta Sisters Silver: N.E. Bode, The Slippery Map Bronze: Ruth Vander Zee and Marian
Sneider, Eli Remembers Popular Fiction: Gold: Thomas B. Cavanagh, Head Games Silver: James W. Hall, Magic City Bronze: Mary Anna Evans, Effigies Bob Morris, Bermuda
Schwartz Rhonda Pollero, Knock Off Spanish-language: Gold: Germán Guerra, Libro de Silencio Silver: Ariel González, Samuel Maximo y Niketon

Excerpts of winning books appear in the Summer 2008 issue of FORUM, the magazine of the Florida Humanities Council.
Log-on to www.flahum.org/forum.
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FHC designed this poster to celebrate this year’s
Florida Book Awards. You’ll be seeing it at libraries
and book fairs around the state. We hope it inspires
you to sit back and enjoy the work of some of
Florida’s best writers.

WELCOME TO THE
FLORIBBEAN
The next issue of FORUM will explore Florida’s historical and cultural
connections with the Caribbean. From pre-Columbian trade routes
to modern-day exchanges of all kinds, the ties between Florida and
its southern neighbors are as strong as Cuban coffee, as colorful as
Bahamian junkanoo, and as lively as Haitian compas.
Our next FORUM will look at how the southernmost state is also the
northernmost province of the Caribbean. Watch for it!
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N ENID SHOMER’S SHORT STORY,
“Tourist Season,” retirees Milt and Frieda are
struggling to adapt to their new life in a “pictureperfect” condo in a Florida retirement community.
Frieda volunteers at a local hospital, takes classes in
water aerobics, and worries about “landfills, African
desertification, dolphins, the shrinking gene pool of
food grains, and the world her grandchildren would
inherit.” Milt takes beta-blockers, has bad knees, can
only turn his neck in one direction, and reads books
about Jewish prizefighters.
It is a story made all the more hilarious and poignant
because we all know Milt and Frieda. They are our
neighbors, our friends, our parents—ourselves. They
are retirees searching for the “Florida dream”—a new
life in the sun and dignity in old age.
Shomer’s book of short stories, Tourist Season, from
which this story got its name, is the first-place winner
for general fiction in this year’s Florida Book Awards. It
is a book strongly rooted in Florida, and like many of
this year’s entries, a book that leaves us with a deeper
sense of place and a broader understanding of Florida
and the increasingly diverse people who call themselves
Floridians.
Now in its second year, the Florida Book Awards is
the brainchild of Florida State University professors
Wayne Wiegand and John Fenstermaker. The Florida
Humanities Council is one of the organizational
partners that help to conduct this annual awards
program, which recognizes, honors, and celebrates the
best Florida literature published in the previous year.
The caliber of Florida Book Award entries and
winners tells me that Florida is cultivating a healthy
literary environment, a place where fiction writers
draw inspiration, where nonfiction writers research
compelling topics, and where readers are eager to learn
more about their state.
FHC wants to congratulate all of the award-winning
authors who are creating Florida’s rich literary
landscape and invite you to read excerpts of their
books in this issue of FORUM.

Visit FHC’s On-Line Florida Store

Your first stop for books, CDs, DVDs and more on everything Florida.
Browse items in the new
SALE section for great deals
on wonderful Florida titles
including Michael Gannon’s
Florida: A Short History.
Sale prices won’t last long,
so shop now for your
summer reading list.

Special Offer for FORUM readers:
Take $5 off your next purchase
in the FHC store.
Enter coupon code FORUM0308
at checkout to receive your discount.*

www.flahum.org/store
*Offer not valid on the purchase of memberships.
Offer valid for one time use per customer only and is not
valid with any other offers. For use on on-line purchases only.
Not redeemable for cash.
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FHC invites grant applications for projects
that interpret and analyze the historical and cultural
ties between Florida and the Caribbean. Application
deadlines are: July 1 for partnership grants of $3,000
annually for a three-year period; Aug. 15 for major
grants of more than $2,000; and Oct. 20 for minigrants of $2,000 or less. Log on to www.flahum.org
for more information or contact Grants Director Susan
Lockwood at slockwood@flahum.org.

FHC welcomes applications for Board
We at FHC are looking for Floridians who
share our commitment to Florida history and culture
to serve on our board of directors. Board members
come from all walks of life, including academia,
business, and government. We look for demographic
and geographic diversity in selecting board members
who will represent the various regions and diverse
population of Florida.
The FHC board meets three times a year.
Members are also asked to serve on a taskforce that
meets once a year. Board members make decisions
about FHC grants, develop our budget priorities,
oversee policy decisions, help develop resources for
our programs, and promote our work.
If you are interested in serving on our
25-member board, please submit a résumé and a letter
of intent to Janine Farver, Executive Director, FHC,
599 Second Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33701,
or email jfarver@flahum.org. We must have your
nomination by August 31, 2008.
Photo courtesy of the Florida Department of State

Florida Gov. Charlie Crist has named four new members to the FHC
Board of Directors, replacing four gubernatorial appointees whose terms had
expired. The new members, who will serve through
2011, are:
Darryl Paulson, professor of government at
the University of South Florida St. Petersburg. He
received a doctorate from Florida State University,
is the recipient of a National Teaching Fellowship,
and was selected as a Salvatori Fellow at the Heritage
Foundation in Washington D.C. At USF, Paulson
received two undergraduate teaching awards and
recognition for outstanding community service and
excellence in professional
service. His analyses of
political and governmental
Paulson
current events are widely
quoted in the media.
Carol J. Alexander, executive director of
the Ritz Theatre & LaVilla Museum, a cultural
center in Jacksonville. She earned a bachelor’s
degree at Virginia State University and a master’s
in education at Temple University. Alexander
has received numerous honors, including the
JM Family African American Achievers Award,
the Girl Scouts of Gateway Council Women of
Distinction Award, and the Woman of Power
Alexander
Award from the Jewish
Federation of Women. She is involved in many
civic organizations and serves on the boards of the
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra and the National
Association of Black Storytellers.
Jay B. Hess, director of The Hess Conservatory
of Music in Miami. He was trained at the Julliard
School of Music, earned a bachelor’s degree at
the University of Louisville, and was awarded a
Fulbright Scholarship to attend medical school in
the Philippines. He was a practicing physician for
several years. Hess has served in leadership positions
in a number of musical organizations, including the
Hess
Miami Music Teachers
Association and the Civic Music Association of
the University of Miami. He has a daily radio
program and is involved in several Dade County
civic groups.
Steven Seibert, executive director of the
state’s Century Commission for a Sustainable
Florida. He is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
George Washington University and received a law
degree from the College of Law at the University
of Florida. He served for five years in the Pinellas
County Attorney’s office and, in 1986, joined
the Johnson, Blakely law firm in Clearwater.
Seibert
Seibert was twice elected to the Pinellas County
Commission and served as its chairperson.
He has also chaired the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council and other
planning and resource-management organizations. In 1999, Gov. Jeb Bush
named him to head Florida’s Department of Community Affairs. He has also
served on numerous other statewide commissions and boards.

Florida Gov. Charlie Crist (at right) and Secretary of State
Kurt Browning (at left) present author Cynthia Barnett with a
Florida Book Award gold medal April 2 at the Historic and Cultural
Awards Ceremony in Tallahassee.
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EAD TO A BEACH, a hammock, or a comfortable
couch—and settle back to savor the work of some of
the state’s best writers. This issue of FORUM features
the winners of the second annual Florida Book Awards.
The honorees provide a literary smorgasbord to suit
many tastes: history, mystery, and sense of place, fantasy,
photography, and issues of today. We’ve excerpted from a range
of subjects and literary approaches; and we have included
short profiles and photographs of each of the 24 authors, all of
whom live in Florida.
This annual Florida Book Awards program is designed
to recognize and honor the best work of Florida writers and
scholars during the previous year. Florida State University
professors Wayne A. Wiegand and John Fenstermaker
originated the program in 2006 and invited a dozen humanities
organizations to become partners in this endeavor.
“We’ve been truly amazed at how quickly and eagerly
the many members of the Sunshine State’s rich, but often
overlooked, book culture have embraced the Florida Book
Awards,’’ said Wiegand, FSU professor of Library and
Information Studies and professor of American Studies.
Fenstermaker recently retired as director of FSU’s program in
American and Florida Studies.
The partner organizations include: the Florida Center for
the Book; the Florida Library Association; the Florida Center
for the Literary Arts; the Florida Chapter of the Mystery Writers
of America; the Florida Historical Society; the State Library
and Archives of Florida; the Florida Literary Arts Coalition;
the Florida Association for Media in Education; the Friends
of the Florida State University Libraries; Just Read, Florida!;
the Governor’s Family Literacy Initiative; and the Florida
Humanities Council.
Twenty-one judges—three for each category—evaluate
the entries. The judges for this year’s competition included
Florida university professors, media specialists, a youth services
coordinator, and a poet. Winners were announced in March.
Florida Gov. Charlie Crist and Secretary of State Kurt Browning
presented gold medals to the winners April 2 at the Historic
and Cultural Awards Ceremony in Tallahassee. In addition, all
medalists were acknowledged at the Florida Library Association
banquet April 24 in St. Pete Beach.
Authors, publishers, agents, and others entered 91 books
(published in 2007) into the competition, a 30-percent increase
over the first year’s entry list.
“And next year—our third—looks to be even better,”
Wiegand said. “The successes experienced by the Florida Book
Awards in such a short time demonstrate how much can be
accomplished when Florida’s humanities organizations work
toward a common goal.”

F L O R I D A

Florida is one of six states that have statewide
book competitions. The others are Oregon, Oklahoma,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, and California. California’s is in its
76th year, and its past medalists include such literary luminaries
as John Steinbeck, Ray Bradbury, and Aldous Huxley. When
Florida’s contest was inaugurated, Wiegand expressed the hope
that someday the roster of Florida Book Award winners will
include writers with Pulitzers or Nobels.
This issue of FORUM includes information on all of
the winning books and authors; however, because of space
limitations, it features excerpts from only about a half-dozen.
Those selected focus on Florida and are not marketed to
children or young adults.
FHC thanks all publishers and authors who granted
FORUM permission to reproduce excerpts. These
excerpts remain under the authors’ copyrights
and may not be reproduced further without
permission.
We hope you will explore and enjoy
this summer reader. You might find an
author who will become your new favorite.
FLORIDA BOOK AWARDS WINNERS
NONFICTION:

YOUNG ADULT:

Gold: Cynthia Barnett, Mirage: Florida and the
Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press)
Silver: Bruce Hunt, Florida Then & Now
(Boulder: Westcliffe)
Bronze: Sudye Cauthen, Southern Comforts:
Rooted in a Florida Place (Athens: University of
Georgia Press) Elna Green, Looking for the New Deal
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press)

Gold: Tracy A. Akers, The Search
for the
Unnamed One (Tampa: Aisling Press)
Silver: Edward Bloor, Taken
(New York: Random House)
Bronze: Crissa-Jean Chappell, Total Constant Order
(New York: HarperTeen)

GENERAL FICTION:
Gold: Enid Shomer, Tourist Season
(New York: Random House)
Silver: Leonard Nash, You Can’t Get There from Here
(Crawfordville: Kitsune)
Bronze: Diana Abu-Jaber, Origin
(New York: Norton) Uthaya Kumar, Ticket to the
Moon (Miami: Bouncing Ball Books)

POETRY:
Gold: David Kirby, House on Boulevard St.: New and
Selected Poems (Baton Rouge: LSU Press)
Silver: Reginald Shepherd, Fata Morgana
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press)
Bronze: Julianna Baggott, Compulsions of
Silkworms & Bees (Warrensburg, OH:
Pleiades Press)

CHILDREN’S:
Gold: Adrian Fogelin, The Sorta Sisters
(Atlanta: Peachtree)
Silver: N.E. Bode, The Slippery Map
(New York: Harper Collins)
Bronze: Ruth Vander Zee, Eli Remembers
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Books for
Young Readers)

POPULAR FICTION:
Gold: Thomas B. Cavanagh, Head Games
(New York: St. Martin’s Minotaur)
Silver: James W. Hall, Magic City
(New York: St. Martin’s Minotaur)
Bronze: Mary Anna Evans, Effigies
(Scottsdale: Poisoned Pen Press)
Bob Morris, Bermuda Schwartz
(New York: St. Martin’s Minotaur) Rhonda Pollera,
Knock Off (New York: Kensington Books)

SPANISH-LANGUAGE:

To buy these books, go to
www.flahum.org/bookawards
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Gold: Germán Guerra, Libro de silencia
(Los Angeles: Ediciones EntraRios)
Silver: Ariel González, Samuel Maximo y Niketon
(Buenos Aires: Libros en Red)
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EXCERPT FROM:

TOURIST SEASON
BY E NID SHOMER

W

HEN HER HUSBAND, MILT, RETIRED,
it was as if a bell that Frieda had heard ringing
pleasantly in the distance all her life began
striking right next to her head. Milt was everywhere she
turned. “We’re on our second honeymoon,” he’d say, jollying
her into another game of bingo, another round of golf. After
four months of solid togetherness, while she was lying on the
wicker settee on the balcony, Frieda daydreamed that Milt
had dropped dead. Tears sprang to her eyes as she pictured
him laid out in a casket, looking perfectly healthy. Deeply
ashamed of her thoughts, she began to ponder ways for him
to spend his time.
Nearly a decade before, Milt had bought a piece of
a middleweight. It had been one of the most exciting
times of his life—the domed dark of the armories,
blue pillars of cigarette smoke, Milt hanging on the
ropes, barking instructions to “the Hurricane.” Frieda
had loved it, too—loved the fighter’s pink satin robe
draped over the corner stanchion, voluptuous as the lip
of a conch shell, loved the blowzy crowd and oily-faced
vendors hawking drinks and programs. But Tadeusz
Simkowicz turned out to be a bleeder and after five bouts
traded his Everlast shorts for a job selling Cadillacs.
What about investing in another fighter, Frieda
suggested now.
No, Milt said. The fight game had lost its dignity. It
was becoming a spectacle, like wrestling, the men wearing
sequinned shorts and tutus, messages shaved into their hair.
Next, Frieda urged him to get involved in the
management of their condo, maybe run for a seat on the
board of directors.
No, definitely not for him. How could she suggest
it? The directors were a bunch of bullies who couldn’t
pass for businesspeople if they had ticker tape coming
out of their butts. He hated the officious notices they
tacked on the bulletin boards. There will be a ballot in
your mailbox regarding pool chemicals (chlorine versus
bromine). Vote by July 15 or lose your say in this important
matter!! Milt had sold tractors to Mexico and drilling
equipment to Venezuela. He’d propped up dictators in
Latin America with customs bribes. He wasn’t about to
waste his time debating whether to paint the lobby yellow
or green. He was retired, goddammit, and he was going
to do nothing with the rest of his life if he felt like it.

4
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Then the Knoblocks, a couple who lived on their floor,
split up after six months of fierce bickering. It seemed insane
to Frieda at the time. But Gertie Knoblock wasn’t budging.
She had a lawyer. It was war now. All because they got on
each other’s nerves after retirement and had nothing—no
children living nearby, no joint projects or family business—
that required them to get along. Everyone in the building
marveled at the irony of this tsouris: now that the Knoblocks
could afford a deluxe condo on the Intracoastal Waterway,
lacquered teak furniture, and Italian marble floors you could
see your reflection in—PS, they could also afford a divorce.
Frieda took it as a cautionary tale and signed up to be a
Pink Angel at the Santa Rosa Hospital. Five mornings a week,
wearing a pink duck blazer with the word VOLUNTEER
embroidered in red above the breast pocket, she chatted with
patients, delivered mail, and arranged movie rentals.
Frieda put on her glasses to get her lipstick straight,
dropped the tube into her purse, and jangled the car keys.
“I’m going,” she called to Milt, who was sitting at the
breakfast table with three different newspapers spread out
before him, as if he were compiling a concordance of the day’s
news. It took him a good two hours to read them all.
“Wait.” He walked to the door and touched Frieda’s wiry
gray hair. They puckered at each other in the air.
It was 8:15 a.m. The women of Bluepoint Towers were
already busy in the ninth-floor laundry room. Frieda could
just make out their chatter and the labored spin cycle of the
washer as she walked toward the elevator. When the doors
parted, a man with a Polaroid camera suspended from his
neck was standing inside, his eyes darting back and forth, his
mouth nervously mobile. “Good morning,” she said.
“My name, what’s my name?”
Frieda held the doors open. “You’re my neighbor,
Irv Snyder.”
“Oh, sure, I didn’t actually forget it.”
Frieda took him by the arm. “I’ll take you back to your
apartment, okay?”
“Fine. That’s where I was going.”
But Frieda knew it wasn’t where he was going. She
studied his grizzled, distinguished face: the robust 82-yearold could have been an ancient Greek oracle. In fact, Irving
Snyder suffered memory lapses. He drifted in and out of his
life, the way the sun broke through cloud cover over Florida’s
Gold Coast. Sometimes he sat for hours in the recreation

H U M A N I T I E S
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Photo: iStock

room, staring at the saloon-style gold-and-black flocked
wallpaper while his wife and neighbors played card games
and billiards. Other times, under his wife’s watchful eye, he’d
pace the perimeter of the shuffleboard court, or pick his way
along the wooden promenade of the dock, taking snapshots
with his Polaroid as if he hoped to find himself in the images
that bloomed on the glossy paper.
“You know, Frieda, I’ve got all my own teeth.” He smiled
at her, revealing brown stubs like the ruins of a fort. “No
choppers in a jar by the bed for me.”
Belle Snyder opened the door of 908. “You’ve been
gallivanting again?”
she asked, her hands
on her hips. “I turn
my back for a minute
to go to the bathroom
and you’re off, like
Marco Polo?” She gave
Frieda a knowing look
and shook her head.
“Irving, I’m going to
get a leash for you if
you keep leaving the
apartment by yourself.
A leash, like a dog.”
Back in the
elevator, Frieda’s eye
caught a flyer taped
to the back wall: Last
date to sign up for the
bus trip to St.
Augustine is October 15. Be there or be square!
On her way through the parking lot, Frieda thought
of animals finding their way home over hundreds of miles
of foreign terrain. Spawning salmon. Migrating birds.
Whales. Heroic dogs like Lassie and Rin Tin Tin. For a brief
moment she imagined that Irv Snyder was one of those noble
creatures, following some instinctual path to his real life,
where a house and his youth and people long dead awaited
him, their arms extended in welcome.
Hallandale Beach Boulevard was clogged with cars as it
was most mornings during the tourist season, which stretched
from Thanksgiving to Easter and seemed to get longer each
year. Frieda waited at a traffic signal, watching a helicopter

F L O R I D A

hover above Interstate 95. The morning light glinted off its
fuselage, creating a fierce shock of radiance, like a second sun.
In May 1941, Frieda had been working in the millinery
department of Rich’s Department Store when Jacqueline
Cochran, the famous aviatrix, flew into town to promote her
line of cosmetics. Frieda bought a bottle of Pursuit perfume
(named for a kind of plane, she later found out). The next
day, she signed up for flying lessons. Within a year, the
country was at war and Frieda was flying for the Women’s
Airforce Service Pilots.
After the war, the airlines wanted women stewards, not
women pilots. Her
wings clipped, she
married Milt, worked
part-time with him in
his export business,
and raised three sons.
At age 65, she took
retirement. Milt was
still working then, and
she found she enjoyed
being alone. She began
keeping a journal
and took community
education courses in art
history. She even went
to Greece without Milt
for 10 days. The trip
was wonderful and so
was their reunion when
she returned.
At the hospital, the floor nurse asked Frieda if she knew
a Janet Duquesne. “She’s from your building,” she explained.
“A snowbird from Toronto. Just moved here. Heart
palpitations. Her husband died four months ago.”
“I don’t know her.” Frieda was relieved and then stricken
with guilt. How could she entertain thoughts about avoiding
Milt? She was lucky to have a husband—especially a first and
only husband—still living. Most of the women she knew
were widows with no reason to pluck the bristles from their
chins. They went everywhere in committee-sized clutches, as
if lifted from a PTA meeting in the Fifties and transported
through time, set down fingering nightgowns in Loehmann’s
Plaza, chattering over mah-jongg, eating the early-bird special
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said. “You won’t have to drive. ‘The bus is air-conditioned, the
seats recline,’” she read aloud, hurrying to quash objections
before Milt could voice them.
“You want to be trapped for two days with all the old farts
from this building?” Milt said.
Frieda dropped her eyes and gathered her patience. “The
bus only holds 42 old farts.”
He glared at her.
“Look,” Frieda said, “we’ve had this picture-postcard condo
life for eight months, and we never budge out of it. We should
take advantage of the group activities.”
“You know I’m not a group activities kind of person. You
do know that, don’t you? A man who ran his own business for
40 years—”
“I want to go on this trip,” Frieda said. “If you don’t go
with me—”
“OK.”
“And no complaining. I don’t want to hear one complaint
from you, at least not until it’s over.”
“All right. Sold. Golden years,” Milt muttered. “They ought
to call them gold-plated years.”
ENID SHOMER, author of four poetry collections and two books of short
stories, is widely published in magazines, anthologies, and textbooks and
has taught at several universities as a visiting writer. This excerpt is from
one of the 10 short stories in Tourist Season.
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at the Sun Ho restaurant. “I’ll take her outside for lunch,”
Frieda said.
At 11:30, the sky was a flat, Dutch blue. Perfect flying
weather. Frieda hadn’t soloed in the five years since her
pacemaker was installed.
She parked Mrs. Duquesne in a patch of sun, opened
her utensil package, and began the soothing small talk
she had easily produced all her life. It flowed out of her
automatically, the way a snail laid down its own slippery,
protective runway. Mrs. Duquesne looked cheered by the
end of lunch.
When she returned home at 1:00 p.m., Milt was
waiting for her in his swim trunks, with towels, sunscreen,
and hats neatly packed in a beach bag. Two tuna fish
sandwiches faced each other on the kitchen table like
duelists. “I figured we’d eat, then head for the beach,”
he said.
Frieda studied the sandwiches—bulging half-moons of
rye bread, with frilly red lettuce sticking out like a flamenco
skirt. “I’m tired,” she said.
“Well, then, sweetheart, you can nap on the beach.
You love the beach. You’ve always loved the beach.”
“I just don’t feel like going.”
“Then I won’t, either. We can go tomorrow.”
“No, Milt, I don’t want to promise that I’ll go
tomorrow.” She pushed the plate of food away. “I married
you for better or for worse.” Her eyes filled up with tears.
“But not for lunch.”
They spent the
rest of that afternoon in
silence, watering plants,
snoozing on the balcony,
waiting for the evening
news.
After dinner, Frieda
mentioned the trip to St.
Augustine. They hadn’t
been there for 30 years,
when it was a nickel-anddime tourist trap with
a musty one-room log
schoolhouse. She showed
Milt a brochure entitled
“Florida’s First Coast.”
Houses with walled
gardens, cobblestone
streets, and an old fort
traversed its folds in
splashes of color. “It’s
been restored,” Frieda
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EXCERPT FROM:

HEAD GAMES
BY T HOMAS B. CAVANAGH

TJ

Photo: iStock

SOMMERSET LOVED HIS MOTHER.
Otherwise, he wouldn’t have bought her a
4,500-square-foot cottage on a golf course
in exclusive Isleworth. Located in southwest Orlando,
Isleworth was the home of sports stars and movie actors,
surgeons and magnates. It had to be quite a culture shock
for Mrs. Sommerset, formerly of a rented duplex in lowermiddle-class Pine Hills.
George arranged a meeting time and, presumably, a
clearance through the impressive community gate. The guards
were polite, but I saw them eyeing my beat-up truck as it
sputtered past.
I had been inside the Isleworth gates once before,
investigating a racketeering case while on loan from the
Orlando Police Department to the Metropolitan Bureau
of Investigation, or MBI, a multi-jurisdictional task force
that covered a variety of Central Florida vice and organized
crimes. The guy we were investigating ended up being found
guilty of laundering a boatload of heroin money through
a series of successful
T-shirt and souvenir
shops in the more
touristy parts of town.
A perfectly
manicured road
wound through the
community, with
colossal Mediterraneanstyle mansions sprinkled
on either side. Some
were on the water. Most
were on the golf course.
A half dozen or more
PGA heavyweights lived
in here somewhere,
including Tiger
Woods and Mark
O’Meara. Baseball stars
with winter homes,
movie actors with local roots such as Wesley Snipes—the
neighborhood was a veritable who’s who in Central Florida.
I followed George’s directions and pulled into a long
brick driveway that could have been a road itself. The drive
led up to Mrs. Sommerset’s humble abode, a six-bedroom
cottage overlooking a lake. A moment later I was stepping up
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the cobbled walkway to the front door, wondering just what
the hell I was doing.
I rang the bell, which chimed three deep, resonant notes
as if from an ancient European cathedral belfry. A few seconds
later, one of the ornate, oversize double doors opened to reveal
Mrs. Arlene Sommerset.
The surprisingly lovely Arlene Sommerset. I didn’t know
what to expect, but I guess I’d pictured someone older. I
pegged her a few years past me, mid-to-late forties, and softfeatured in a pleasing, feminine way. Her hair was light brown
and cut short but stylish, as was her outfit of khaki capri pants
and a white T-shirt. Her brown eyes looked both young and
old at the same time. She had a disarming, sincere smile that
she offered as soon as she opened the door.
“You must be Mr. Garrity,” she said softly, with the slight
twang of an old-Florida Southern accent.
“Mike.”
She led me through the house, which was decorated
expensively, though tastefully. The heroin-money launderer
had loaded his mansion
with garish modern art
and animal-print rugs. In
contrast, the Sommerset
decor wasn’t meant to
impress. It was meant
to be comfortable and
inviting, which it did
with $10,000 sofas and
a TV the size of my
bedroom wall.
“Can I get you a
drink?” she said as we
passed through the
kitchen. “Iced tea?”
“That would be
great. Thanks.”
I sat in the living
room, looking out
over the patio and the
pool to the manicured lawn and small lake beyond. Arlene
Sommerset brought my drink and sat in a nearby chair.
Even if I hadn’t gone through a quick briefing on the
band (and TJ in particular), I would still have been able to
tell which of the four Boyz was her boy. Mother and son
had similar faces, although TJ’s was thinner. Same tanned
complexion. Same eyes that hinted at both innocence and
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experience. Looking at her, seeing his face in hers, I realized
how gentle and feminine his features were.
“You’re here about TJ,” she said evenly, as a statement,
while I took a sip of freshly brewed iced tea.
“Yes, ma’am,” I said, falling back on habitual cop
politeness. “Everyone at Global Talent is concerned. They
asked me to help.”
“Arlene,” she said, echoing my
request to be called Mike. “Okay. What
can I do?”
I paused a beat and opted for the
direct approach. “Where is he?”
Her eyebrows went up.
“What makes you think
I know?”
“Don’t you?”
She considered
me for a moment.
“Did you want
lemon in your tea?
I completely forgot
to ask. We have the
most wonderful
Meyer lemon tree
in the backyard.”
“No, thanks. This is perfect.”
Clearly she wasn’t worried about her son’s sudden
disappearance. Dusting off an old cop trick, I paused,
looking at her pleasantly but patiently. A particularly effective
interviewing technique is the skillful use of silences. Most
people are uncomfortable with silences and will talk just to
fill them. I waited, sipping my tea.
“I don’t know where he is, Mr. Garrity,” she said finally,
meeting my gaze. “And, even if I did know, I don’t think I’d
tell you.”
“Oh? Why not?”
“Because Eli Elizondo couldn’t care less about my son,
except for his ability to line his pockets.”
I nodded, not doubting her for a second. “As I
understand it, TJ is contractually obligated for this tour. He’s
missing rehearsals, promotional events, photo shoots. He’s
costing the company money.”
“The amount of money he’s made for that company,
they owe him some downtime before he goes back into the
machine for two or three years.”
“I was told it was an eight-month tour,” I said.
“U.S. Then there’s Japan. And Australia. And Europe.
Then the awards shows on TV. A new album. Recording
sessions. Shooting new videos. Interviews. It’s a roller coaster
with no end. Sometimes you just have to step off the ride so
you don’t throw up.”

F L O R I D A

“He’s pretty well compensated for the hassle.”
“He made enough money on the first album that he’ll
be rich the rest of his life. He was smart with his money. He
doesn’t need more. What he needs is a vacation.”
I drained the tea. “Arlene, I understand. I do. But the
company is worried. They have a lot invested in this tour and
no one’s heard from him in a couple of weeks.” I could hear
a faint clinking noise, which I realized was the ice in my
glass. Looking down, I saw my hand trembling
slightly.
“He’ll be there,” she said.
“Before the tour
starts.”
“Perhaps we
could call him on
the phone, get
him to tell us that.
Have him tell Eli
that. It would
make everyone feel better.”
I heard a high-pitched hum, very soft,
from somewhere nearby. I glanced around and
didn’t see anything.
“I told you. I don’t know where he is.”
“I think you do.” The hum was growing louder and it
dawned on me that it was coming from inside my own head.
Arlene Sommerset frowned at me. “Like I said, even if I
did, hull poor dunn liffer nash ven.”
I blinked at her. Her mouth was moving but the
sounds coming out were completely unintelligible. I blinked
again and saw her expression change. She leaned forward, a
question crinkling her brow.
Her face grew smaller as the edges of my vision
darkened. I swallowed and heard my glass of ice shatter on
the tile. I felt her fingers on my forearm. She spoke again,
now sounding like a recording at half speed with long,
stretched vowels. Muffled, like under a pillow.
I pitched forward off the couch. The darkness at the
edges of my vision expanded and, a moment later, swallowed
me whole.
THOMAS B. CAVANAGH, director of online course development at
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, has written children’s television
shows, educational multimedia programs, academic/professional
works—and mystery fiction.
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EXCERPT FROM:

SOUTHERN COMFORTS:
Rooted in a Florida Place
BY SUDYE CAUTHEN

“O

In Western Europe, young men
of Portugal, Spain, England, France,
and the Netherlands grew up thinking
of expeditions to the New World
much as we have thought of the moon
since John Glenn’s short stunning
flight in the spring of 1962. Explorers
came to find riches and to convert
“the heathen.” This connected the
Old World to the New and changed
forever how men and women looked
at the globe. It put ships in the water
that brought cattle and horses and
peaches and oranges to la Florida, and
built the string of missions between
St. Augustine and Pensacola that
included Santa Fe de Toloca. What
remains of the mission lies now many
feet below ground, but the shapes of
the old buildings, among which the
Spanish and Indians ate and prayed

Painting courtesy of Theodore Morris www.floridalosttribes.com

BJECT” does not
seem the right word
for this Potano woman
whose skeleton I am contemplating.
I cannot see her ribs, which may have
dissolved in the 400 years she has lain
here. The jointed finger bones are
distinguishable on either side of and
beneath her chin. During the First
Spanish Mission Period (1565–1763),
Christianized Indians were buried with
their hands crossed over their chests.
The experts are reasonably sure
that this is indeed the lost Spanish
Mission of Santa Fe de Toloca, where
Potanos—one tribe of Timucuanspeaking Indians—were Christianized
and trained to work on Spanish cattle
ranches. Here, women like this one
were convinced to give up moss skirts
for more substantial clothing….

Artist Theodore Morris painted this image, “Preparation for the Feast,” depicting an Indian girl holding a basket
of hog plums. It is part of his series on Florida’s Lost Tribes, which chronicles Native Americans who lived in
Florida long before the arrival of Europeans.
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together, show in infrared images
captured from a NASA plane.
Santa Fe, San Diego, San
Francisco, and San Antonio were
Florida Spanish-Indian towns 150
years before missions with the same
names were established in the western
United States. Unlike St. Augustine’s
Castillo de San Marcos, which still
stands, Florida’s other Spanish missions
have not received much attention.
Until the recent appointment of the
DeSoto Trail Commission, we have had
little schooling in what to look for.
One might look for high elevation
near sources of water, for water was not
pumped or piped before the Spanish
came, but carried in bowls or gourds by
hand, and the Spanish, who dug wells,
placed missions where they could see for
miles around. You can see for a distance
of almost 50 miles from
high elevations near
where the Santa Fe River
bridge divides Union
and Alachua counties.
Young Tomye Rivers,
who was born near
the river, could see the
distant blue hills beyond
the next community
called Providence as
she rode her horse in
these woods. Tomye
grew up learning how
to chop cotton and
string tobacco in a
farm family that grew
everything it ate.
It may be that the
acorns the girl Tomye
strung into necklaces
were descended from
the very oak tree whose
nuts the Potano woman
pounded into gruel for
her child. It may be that

the Potano woman, too, looked north
and marveled at how far she could see.
When Tomye was a child the
sinkholes near where she lived were
not yet grown over with vegetation,
not yet polluted with chemicals
from fertilizers, pesticides,
and herbicides spread
on the fields. They were
swimming holes where,
say old timers like Mary
Lou McFadden, “We
would be in there floating
on our backs in the heat of
the day.” In the Potano woman’s
day, there was not yet run-off
from fields of cow manure and the
water was clear enough to drink.
While this Potano woman
lived, my Aunt Tomye, who died
one week ago today, was only a
possibility in the genetic code of
her great-great-great-great-great
grandmother who lived somewhere
in Europe and whose descendants
would not reach the North American
continent for another 150 years.
Tomye’s parents, Thomas Jackson
Rivers and Ollie Howell Rivers, would
not reach Bland until the 1890s, and
Tomye would not be born to them
until 1910. She would live to see
electricity, air flight, carbon dating,
and the infrared technology that led
to the discovery and opening of this
grave. Aunt Tomye would live almost
long enough for the arrival of my
copy of the Winter 1988 issue of The
Georgia Review, which includes an
essay by O. B. Hardison, Jr., in which
he predicts the creation of a new man,
one of silicon rather than carbon: a
man who will not die. Hardison says
that someday in the future we will
be able to transfer the best of our
humanness to an imperishable body….
If Hardison is right, then someday
there may be a way to preserve what
we most cherish about being human
but until that time—until we can
capture something as wondrous as Aunt
Tomye’s broad smile in lasting silicon—
mourners will continue to stand mutely
under canvas canopies listening to

ministers summarize the lives of those
whose bodies are being committed
to the earth. We will continue to
cover the fresh-closed graves
with floral bouquets worth
hundreds of dollars that
will quickly wilt and die in
the sun. We will continue
to examine the artifacts:
Tomye’s diamond earrings,
her Bible marked at the 23rd
Psalm, the sugar from her
emptied kitchen cabinet
that sweetened the cup of
tea I drank this morning, and
the scraps of my writing she
collected and saved over 20 years.
Until we can replace perishable
human beings in a lasting design of
silicon or something like it or, as Aunt
Tomye might suggest, until we truly
penetrate the mysteries of the 23rd
Psalm, we will continue to wonder
at the shared meaning of lives like
hers and that of Potano Woman,
whose delicate gray skull beneath my
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hand held memory, thought, hope,
and desire. Did she have a child like
the one son Tomye adored? Did the
approach of that child’s father once
cause her to tremble in delight?
I can touch her teeth if I like, but
I won’t. I will not risk loosening the
lovely design her long arm bones make
crossed under her chin. I slide back
from the grave and sit on my heels.
A wind is coming up. Above the
line of the hammock at the edge of the
field, we will see again tonight a sky
pinkened by the deadly chemical soup
scientists say is changing our planet.
The crickets start and I
stand, thinking an odd thought:
that, for tonight, both women
lie under the same stars.
SUDYE CAUTHEN, whose work has
appeared in several publications, founded a
center for documentary studies and has taught
poetry and fiction writing in colleges and
universities.
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EXCERPT FROM:

MAGIC CITY
BY JAMES W. HALL
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“Y

OU’RE MOPEY,
THORN. And you been
hitting the longnecks
hard. Starting early, a six-pack before
the sun goes down. You need to
get your groove back, my man.”
“My groove?”
“Oh, jeez, now I get it.” Sugar
shook his head. Something so
obvious taking so long to dawn.
“You’re thinking about moving up
there, aren’t you? That’s what this is
about. Desert the Keys, move in with
Alexandra. Jesus, Thorn. That’s it,
isn’t it? Live in freaking Miami.”
“Here it comes.” Thorn nodded
to his left. “Ten o’clock, five yards.”
He angled to his right along
the dock and tugged the bobber
so it was floating a few feet ahead
of the big snook’s path.
“And, hey, what’s with the bobber?”
Sugar said. “Where’s your fly rod?”
“I want to catch this fish, not play
with it.”
Sugarman leaned out and watched
the snook swim past the finger mullet
that dangled below the bobber.
He and Sugar went back to grade
school. Though it felt like they went
back further than that. Brother yin and
brother yang. Sugar was the only guy
on earth who could give Thorn the level
of shit he did. Tell that kind of truth.
He’d been a Monroe County
sheriff’s deputy, now a security
consultant, a term he liked better
than private eye. Half Jamaican, half
Norwegian. Pale blond mother, Rasta
father. A lucky blend. Inherited the laidback genes of the ganja man and the
chiseled cheekbones and long limbs and
elegant moves of his lovely mom. Her
cold focus. After those two abandoned
him when he was still a toddler, his

scruples were shaped by a foster mom
who raised him in the tropical poverty
of Hibiscus Park, Key Largo’s ghetto.
Crack houses and heroin dens, rusty
cars up on blocks; the only lawful
neighborhood business was a hubcap
stand along the overseas highway. After
a childhood like that, Sugarman had
developed an indestructible gristle at
his core. He grew up quiet and clearminded, a man so strictly principled, so
secure in his humane convictions, that
on countless occasions he’d served as
Thorn’s true north, hauling him back
onto the proper path just as Thorn was
about to lurch over some fatal precipice.
Sugar peered into the lagoon.
“Damn, that’s no snook.
It’s Orca, the killer whale.”
Thorn watched the snook glide
across the basin to the mangrove
roots that curved into the basin like
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the bars of an underwater cage.
“It’s checking an escape route.
It’ll try to cut me off on those roots.”
Sugar said, “Did I see that
right? All those leaders streaming
off her mouth? There must be
a dozen hooks in her lip.”
“At least.”
“What do you figure? Fish that
size, it’s got to be 10, 12 years old?”
“Closer to 21,” said Thorn.
“Twenty-one? And how’d
you arrive at that?”
“One of those leaders is mine.”
“Same snook? Oh, give me
a break.”
“I was standing right here when
she broke it off. Kate and I were
fishing together. That fly was one of
my first attempts at a ghost streamer.”

“So that’s what this is about,
fixing some youthful error?”
“I saw it a couple of weeks ago,
all those leaders dangling. I figured
I should clean her up. Been out here
every night since. Sort of a project.”
“Well, that’s a first. Thorn getting
emotional about a fish.”
“A creature like that, it’s entitled
to a decent old age without dragging
around a nest of monofilament.”
“Maybe those are her medals.
An old warrior, she might be proud
of them. Shows ’em off to her snook
friends.”
The snook curved away from the
mangroves and made another pass at
the finger mullet, checking it over, then
once again coasting off.
“You might be about to add one
more hook to the collection.”
“I’m a better fisherman than I was
20 years ago.”
“She could be a better fish.”
Thorn stepped out on the dock
and towed the bobber closer to a
rotting piling. Trying to reassure the
fish, make it feel secure with structure
nearby.
A second later the snook
reappeared and in a flicker it crashed
the bait, then ran so fast that it almost
snatched the rod from Thorn’s grip.
Instead of charging to the
mangrove roots like she should’ve done,
the fish headed for the mouth of the
basin and the flats beyond. But hauling
all that heavy line wore her down fast.
The drag was set light, reel shrieking as
the big fish tore toward open water.
“Not a smart move,” Sugarman
said. “For an old warhorse like her.”
“Gotten lazy. Cutting corners. She
didn’t do that 20 years ago.”
Thorn tightened the drag, then
pumped the rod, reeling on the down
stroke. As the hook dug in, the fish
broke from the water, jumped high

into the rosy evening air, twisting and
trying to buck loose. She flopped hard
on her side and startled a school of
baitfish into a flurry of pirouettes.
That one jump was all she had.
As the snook reached the entrance
of the basin, Thorn leaned back on
the rod and turned her around. The
snook made a couple of halfhearted
zigzag runs, but as Thorn worked her
back toward the dock, it was clear the
old girl’s iron will had melted. As he
cranked her the last few feet, she was
docile.
“Getting old is hell.”
“Tell me about it,” Sugar said.
Thorn hauled the fish to the dock
and handed the rod to Sugarman. He
knelt and found a safe grip on her
lower jaw, then heaved her up onto a
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wet towel he’d laid out and began to
work with his pliers, clipping, prying,
snapping the barbed ends off the hooks,
curling them free.
Half a minute later when he was
done and the snook’s lip was clear, he
lowered the fish back into the water
and stroked it back and forth until it
recovered and glided forward and was
on its way without a backward glance
or nod of gratitude. Left behind in the
water was a faint cloud of blood.
“Sometimes you have to hurt them
to fix them.”
“Words to live by,” Sugar said.
JAMES W. HALL, who has written four
books of poetry, a collection of short stories,
an anthology of essays, and 15 novels, is a
literature and writing professor at Florida
International University.
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EXCERPT FROM:

MIRAGE:

Florida and the Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S.
BY CYNTHIA B ARNETT

T

UCKED IN A HARDWOOD FOREST in rural
Madison County near the Florida-Georgia line,
a spring called Madison Blue bubbles up into a
limestone basin along the Withlachoochee River. Popular
with divers and local kids who leap off its wooden ledges
and shoot down its short run, the spring pool is only 40 feet
wide and 25 feet deep. But each minute, it pumps 45,000
gallons of cold, clear spring water. Poets call this water
liquid light. To the bottled-water industry, it’s liquid gold.
Madison Blue is one of 33 “first-magnitude” springs
in Florida, a designation for the very largest springs in
the world, those that discharge at least 100 cubic feet a
second, or some 65 million gallons a day, about double
the daily water supply for a medium-sized American city.
Florida has more first-magnitude springs than anywhere
else on the planet. That fact, along with Madison
County’s proximity to major U.S. trucking arteries I-75
and I-10, led a huge, multinational corporation to bring
its operations to the tiny county’s tiniest town—Lee.
Its motto “Little But Proud,” Lee is one of the last
outposts in Florida where you can drive for miles and miles
on graded dirt roads and never see another soul, save for the
occasional chicken in the road. But today in these woods,
not far from trailers with no-trespassing signs like the one
that says “BAD ASS DOGS,” sits Nestle Waters North
America’s newest plant, one of the most state-of-the-art
bottling facilities in the United States. The plant cranked
out 26 million cases of Zephryhills, Deer Springs, and
Nestle Pure Life products in 2005. It is also the southeastern
U.S. distribution center for all of Nestle’s water products,
from the French Perrier to the Italian S. Pellegrino.
Nestle came to town at the crest of a wave of new
water-bottling plants throughout the eastern United States.
In Florida, in the early 1990s, only one small company
pumped and bottled water inside the boundaries of the
Suwannee River Water Management District, which
oversees the famed river and many of North Florida’s
springs, including Madison Blue. Toward the end of the
decade, the district’s regulators saw more than a dozen
new applications for permits to withdraw spring water
to bottle or sell. Most came from land-owning families,
trying to get in on what looked to be a lucrative fad.
Bottled water would be more than that. Whether
seeking taste, convenience, or a healthier choice than
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soda, or (often wrongly) assuming it was better for
them than tap water, Americans by 2000 had started
forking out more than $6 billion a year for bottled
water. That year, the average American drank 17 gallons
of bottled water. Five years later, it was 26 gallons.
In 2003, bottled water became the second-highestvolume commercial beverage in the United States,
behind soft drinks. Its enormous U.S. growth is often
linked to that year’s outbreak of cryptosporidium in
Wisconsin tap water, which made 400,000 people sick
and garnered sensational headlines across the country. By
2005, U.S. sales of bottled water had hit $10 billion.
With an eye to the steady, 10 percent annual increases
in sales, bigger and bigger companies came looking to tap the
Suwannee region’s springs. Land and permits began changing
hands from families to large corporations. Today, three of the
largest water-bottling companies in the world pump or buy
their product from the Suwannee district: Nestle, a unit of
Swiss giant Nestle SA, the world’s biggest food and beverage
company; Atlanta-based CCDA Waters, owned jointly
by Coca-Cola and French food and beverage powerhouse
Danone; and DS Waters of America, the top company
for home and office water delivery in the United States.
The attractions for bottlers to Florida are as numerous
as for tourists to Orlando. For one, the companies avoid
long transportation hauls by locating operations close to
a large, thirsty consumer base. Analysts say high shipping
costs mean bottlers want to be as close as possible to
population centers. “Florida has become one of the topconsuming states for bottled water in the United States,”
says Gary Hemphill, managing director of the Beverage
Marketing Corporation in New York. “It is associated with
good weather, outdoor activities, and an active lifestyle.”
Bottling companies also get little oversight in Florida.
The Division of Food Safety, the state agency that monitors
the water companies, does some testing of bottled water
to make sure it’s safe and inspects bottling facilities for
sanitation. State law also requires the division, part of the
state Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services,
to ensure that bottled water is “from an approved source.”
But the food-safety regulators say that simply means they
check that the companies have approval from an agency
such as a water-management district to withdraw water.
No state agency monitors precisely what the companies
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Photo by JohnMoranPhoto.com

Swimmers leap into Madison Blue Spring, in North Florida. Nestle Waters North America, which pumps this spring for its Zephyrhills and Deer Park
bottled-water products, donated funds to turn Madison Blue into a state park.

are bottling. No one determines whether the companies
are bottling “spring water,” as opposed to the groundwater
that 92 percent of Floridians get out of their taps.
At the national level, bottled water and tap water are
regulated by different federal agencies. The Environmental
Protection Agency regulates municipal water under the
federal Safe Drinking Water Act. The Food and Drug
Administration regulates bottled water under the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. FDA rules cover the
source, safety, and labeling of bottled water. The agency is
supposed to inspect bottled-water facilities, but generally
they get low priority because of their relatively good safety
record compared to food plants. The bottlers also do
their own sampling and testing, and many do so far less
frequently than municipal suppliers. While Nestle officials
say they test water about 100 times a day, for example, the
director of quality and technical services for DS Waters
says his company tests four times a year. By comparison,
New York City tap water was tested 430,600 times in
2004 alone. Regardless, FDA officials say they do not
concern themselves with water that never crosses state lines.

F L O R I D A

That goes for much of the product bottled in Florida.
Besides its bubbling springs, there’s something about
Florida that bottlers don’t find in lots of other states
where they operate: its bubbling politicians. Many love
the industry, with its promise of jobs and multimilliondollar plants. To be sure, the bottlers face some NIMBY,
or not-in-my-backyard activism in Florida. But it’s a drop
compared to that seen in other parts of the United States
and Canada. In Florida, handing over resources in exchange
for economic development has been a part of the state’s
heritage since the Legislature traded all that swampland
for railroad lines in the 1800s. Elected officials, especially
those in small, rural counties such as Madison, where 23
percent of residents live below the federal poverty line,
want jobs more than they worry over environmental
consequences, regardless of Florida’s water-supply problems.
They are as warm and welcoming as a postcard from
the Sunshine State: Come on down. The water’s…free.
It’s a nice reception compared to the cold Midwest.
CYNTHIA BARNETT, a newspaper and magazine journalist for 20
years, is associate editor of Florida Trend magazine.
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EXCERPT FROM:

FLORIDA THEN & NOW
BY B RUCE HUNT

Photo: Florida State Archives

Time-traveling through Florida: Author/photographer Bruce Hunt traveled to locations depicted
in 130 historic Florida photographs and took pictures of the same scenes today.

Today, Leon’s is long gone, replaced by gift shops and a Key
lime pie bakery. The Custom House is now the Museum of
Arts and History. The trolley is another reminder that Key
West’s primary industry is tourism.

Tampa Bay, off Bayshore Boulevard, in 1911 Tampa.

Bayshore Boulevard sidewalk and Tampa Bay today.

Photo: Hillsborough County Public Library System

“Last Chance Leon’s” (at left) was the last bar sailors would
pass before shipping out from Key West in the early 1900s.
The other side of the sign said “First Chance Leon’s.” The
historic 1891 Custom House is two blocks up on the right.

BRUCE HUNT, a freelance writer, photographer, and illustrator, is the
author of six books and numerous articles in newspapers and magazines.
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Florida’s Seashells

For those who want to enjoy nature without a lot of effort.

Easygoing Guide to Natural Florida

A Beachcomber’s Guide
Blair and Dawn Witherington

Volume 1 South Florida
Douglas Waitley

$9.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-156164-387-5
6 x 9 • 88 pages • 265 full-color photos

Satisfy questions about the names and lives of seashells by
comparing beachcombing ﬁnds to color photographs representing hundreds of individual shells. Guide organization is simple, and images
show shells as they would be found on beaches, not in museums.

$14.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-371-4
6 x 9 • 272 pages • photos and maps

Visit beaches, the Indian River Lagoon, the Kissimmee Prairie, the Fakahatchee Strand, the Ten
Thousand Islands, the Everglades, and the Keys.

Florida’s Living Beaches

Easygoing Guide to Natural Florida

A Guide for the Curious Beachcomber
Blair and Dawn Witherington

Volume 2 Central Florida
Douglas Waitley

$14.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-374-5
6 x 9 • 256 pages • over 100 photos • 4 maps

$21.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-386-8
6 x 9 • 336 pages • Over 900 color photos

Beginning with the premise that beaches are alive, this guide
heralds the living things near, on, and within them. Organized
into Beach Features, Beach Animals, Beach Plants, Beach Minerals, and
Hand of Man.

Visit the Ocala National Forest, a longleaf pine
forest, the Green Swamp, Chassahowitzka, Crystal
River, Devil’s Millhopper, Ravine State Gardens,
and more.

Publishing Florida since 1982

PINEAPPLE PRESS

www.pineapplepress.com • 800-746-3275 • Call for a free catalog or visit our website.
Discovering the Civil War
in Florida
A Reader and Guide
Paul Taylor

$24.95 • (Hb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-234-2
$18.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-235-9
6 x 9 • 256 pages • 43 b&w photos • 6 maps

A guide to visiting Civil War sites in Florida today, with a short
history of each site and a list of amenities, directions, hours,
and admission fees. Also excerpts from ofﬁcial government
reports by ofﬁcers on both sides and maps that show major
skirmishes in each area.

Visiting Small-Town Florida
Revised Edition
Bruce Hunt

$14.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-278-6
6 x 9 • 232 pages • 97 b&w photos • 3 maps

Seventy of Florida’s most charming, historic, and
often eclectic small towns, places with names like
Sopchoppy, Ozello, Two Egg, and Yeehaw Junction. Includes
directions and contact information

Florida’s Rivers
Charles R. Boning

$21.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-400-1 • 7 x 10 • 256 pages • full color

A detailed account of sixty of Florida’s rivers from their
sources to the sea, with the ecology and history of each. Includes information on the condition and preservation of our
rivers. A map of each river and color photos throughout.

A Land Remembered
Patrick D. Smith

$19.95 • (Hb) • ISBN 978-0-910923-12-5
$13.95 • (Pb) • ISBN 978-1-56164-116-1
6 x 9 • 404 pages
A two-volume student edition is also available for
children ages 9 and up, each volume priced $14.95 Hb, $7.95 Pb

In his best-selling novel, A Land Remembered, Patrick Smith
tells the story of three generations of the MacIveys, a Florida family who
battle the hardships of the frontier to rise from a dirt-poor Cracker life to the
wealth and standing of real estate tycoons. The story opens in 1858, when Tobias MacIvey arrives in the Florida wilderness to start a new life with his wife
and infant son, and ends two generations later in 1968 with Solomon MacIvey,
who realizes that the land has been exploited far beyond human need.

Florida History from
the Highways

Best Backroads of Florida • Douglas Waitley

Douglas Waitley

Volume 1 The Heartland ISBN 978-1-56164-189-5

$18.95 • (Pb)
ISBN 978-1-56164-315-8
6 x 9 • 384 pages • 167 b&w photos
15 maps

Journey along Florida’s highways—I-75, US
41, I-95, US 1, I-4, US 27, US 98, and the
Turnpike—learning all the roadside history on
the way

$14.95 • (Pb) • 6 x 9 • b&w photos and maps

Travel central Florida through miles of horse farms, explore crystalline
springs.

Volume 2 Coasts, Glades, and Groves ISBN 978-1-56164-232-8
Journey southern Florida through orange groves, along beaches, and through
sugar and cattle country.

Volume 3 Beaches and Hills ISBN 978-1-56164-283-0
Ride near the beaches and over the hills of north Florida.
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Exploring our state’s cultural flavors
BY C ONNIE MAY FOWLER

I

Photo: Florida State Archives

N HONOR OF FORUM’S BOOK AWARDS
ISSUE, I decided to recreate the meal shared by
Florida literary icons Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
and Zora Neale Hurston in 1940 at Marjorie’s
Cross Creek home. To get my bearings, I delved into the
memoir written by Idella Parker, Idella: Marjorie Rawlings’
“Perfect Maid”. As I searched for details of that storied
visit, I imagined myself in Marjorie’s kitchen, toiling
over steaming pots while a brilliant, witty, and perhaps at
times heated discussion between these two lauded writers
unfolded on the front porch.
I was destined for disappointment. According to
Idella, Marjorie and Zora immediately got into the
whiskey and, while that particular libation might have
stirred their conversation to great heights, it did little for
their appetites.
It did even less, I’m afraid, for
Marjorie’s manners. Idella writes
that come bedtime, Marjorie’s
hospitality soured; she sent Zora to
the tenant house to sleep with “the
servants.” Ouch.
My plans for recreating their
dinner evaporated as Marjorie’s
cruel display of white privilege
sank in. But still, I had a column to
write. Unable to shake my dismay
but with a deadline looming, I
elected to do what fiction writers do
best: indulge in speculative fantasy
and, in the process, rewrite history.
In a more perfect world—a
place of élan and racial equality—
how would that night unfold? How

would I turn whiskey into wine? The muse whispered, “One
word at a time.”
I decided to start with the food, settling on a dish that is
exotic yet elemental—an amalgam of sea, sand, and sky—
thus evoking the very essence of la Florida: coquina chowder.
This culinary rarity was a staple of coastal-dwelling
Native Americans; thanks to Florida’s vibrant oral-history
tradition, the dish has not been lost to us. Passed from one
cook to another, one generation to the next, the recipe is
steeped in ancient memory and local knowledge.
How does one come to know about coquina chowder?
Usually, only through the generosity of parent or friend. In
Marjorie’s Cross Creek Cookery, she offers a recipe for donax
broth, the chowder’s spectral sister (coquina is also known
as donax and periwinkle). Surely some kind soul in St.
Augustine—a person well-versed in local lore—led Marjorie
down a beach path and taught her the coquina shuffle: Hurry
to the water’s edge; fall on your knees,
hopefully with some semblance of
a shovel in-hand; and frantically
scoop up live coquina before the tiny
mollusks burrow into the wet sand,
which they do with astonishing speed.
I came to know about the dish
from my mother. What follows is
her method—at her best she was an
imaginative woman—and it involves
understanding what she called The
Coquina Hour. That is the moment
when the sun first illuminates the
indigo horizon of Florida’s East Coast
with a light that, according to her,
clarified the world so purely that for

Writer Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, with her dog, at
Cross Creek in the 1940s.
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Photo: Library of Congess

A portrait of Zora Neale Hurston taken by Carl Van
the first few moments of dawn, we
clear as the sunrise that presided over
Vechton on April 3, 1938.
could hear our ancestors sing.
the harvest.
“Listen, don’t you hear that?”
Think of the chowder as a blank
she’d ask, the surf ruffling over her
page upon which each cook pins her
sunburned feet.
own dreams. Marjorie’s recipe stops
I always said yes even though, to
at the broth stage but she suggests
my ear, their song remained tangled in
adding cream or chilling it and serving
the ocean’s roar.
it as a consommé. Most folks do not
There we stood, my ragtag family
see sunrise as a required component,
at dawn, on Florida’s eastern shore,
but do follow the bidding of the tides.
when the tide was just right—that
Many people insist that milk, plus
moment when the sand is suddenly
potatoes and celery, is the way to go,
thick with living donax variabilis, and
thus creating chowder that resembles
my mother would charge me with the
an elfin oyster stew. Imagine it with
task of harvesting the tiny clams as
an Asian kick: wasabi, soy, edamame,
quickly as possible. While I scooped
and shiitake mushrooms. Or Spanish:
(I have only recently realized that the
cilantro, saffron, and even a hint of
gathering of coquina is a grand way to
chorizo. In fact, given its versatility,
keep a child occupied), she helped my
the chowder can be adjusted to reflect
father set the fishing rods. Once I had
every culture that graces our state.
filled three or four buckets, my father
But back to Marjorie and Zora at
would dip them in the Atlantic where the fingernail-sized
Cross Creek. In my revisionist dream, the two women marvel
bivalves would remain until we were ready to head home.
over the chowder’s delicate flavor. Marjorie pours them each
My mother started the chowder by boiling a mixture of
a glass of wine and Zora breaks off two chunks of Cuban
fresh water with a lesser amount of seawater (“The coquina
bread—one for herself, one for her host. They dine at sunset,
like their own water best,” she insisted). As if handling
thus completing a celestial cycle (a childhood memory:
something precious—diamonds forged from rainbows—she
the sound of spoons clinking against coquina-laced bowls,
gently poured the coquina into the pot.
twilight bird song, my mother’s wistful notion about singing
After the bounty simmered two or three minutes, she
ancestors, shhh, listen real hard).
strained the coquina through a cheesecloth-lined colander
In the soft light of my sepia-toned imagination, I spy
set over a second pot (some people use a screen as a sieve and
Marjorie and Zora on that front porch, eating, laughing,
that works quite well).
commiserating. When the last drop of chowder is gone,
Toothpick in hand, I would then extract the tiny
under the sweet cover of nightfall, having lost sight of their
clams—an exacting process; you can see what a charm this
differences, the two women walk into the house together.
was for keeping me busy.
Together. That’s right. Zora is not, as Idella writes, “…sent
My mother, meanwhile, proceeded to infuse the broth
out to sleep with the servants.” Oh no. She is, even in 1940s
with butter, carrots, onions, white wine, garlic, parsley,
Florida—her belly full of sun-and-sea-kissed chowder—
pepper, a light dusting of salt (how much depended on how
equal. Equal.
much seawater was used, although many people tell me
adding salt is totally unnecessary), and finally the freshly
CONNIE MAY FOWLER, a Florida native, is the author of
picked coquina meat. The result was chowder as subtle and
numerous books, including The Problem with Murmur Lee, When

Katie Wakes, Remembering Blue, and Before Women Had Wings.
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I N T RO D U C I N G T H E W I N N E R S O F T H E F L O R I D A B O O K AWA R D S :

BY JON WILSON

DIANA ABU-JABER

TRACY A. AKERS

JULIANNA BAGGOTT

Bronze Medal, General Fiction

Gold Medal, Young Adult Literature

Bronze Medal, Poetry

Diana Abu-Jaber’s father, a
Jordanian, once referred to her as a
Bedouin. She
readily admits
that her life
has been a bit
nomadic.
“I am
driven to
exploration
and
conversation
despite my best efforts to sit
quietly in one place,” she writes
in an online biography.
Abu-Jaber divides her time
between Miami and Oregon,
where she teaches at Portland State
University. She has also taught in
Nebraska, Michigan, and California.
Her writing is also an
exploration. In Origin, a mystery
about a serial killer of infants, she
delves into the psychology of finding
one’s lost past. Her protagonist,
Lena Dawson, observes that
learning one’s true origins is akin
to finding a new creation myth.
Her awards for previous novels:
The Christian Science Monitor
named Crescent one of the 20 best
novels of 2003; Arabian Jazz won
the 1994 Oregon Book Award
and was nominated for the PEN/
Faulkner Award. Also, Vanity Fair
magazine named her one of the
top women writers of 2003.

Tracy Akers started out as
a school teacher who helped
children with learning problems.
Then she realized that her true
calling was to write books for young
people. This came as a personal
revelation. “Always listen to the
Universe,” she writes on her website.
The Search for the Unnamed One
is the second in her series called “The
Souls of Aredyra.” The saga continues
as two teens face the prophecy that
tries to define them and a regime
that seeks to destroy them. The story
line, according to the series’ website,
examines individuals and societies
enmeshed in isolation and deceit.
The series’
first book, The
Fire and the
Light, won
the FBA bronze
medal last
year for young
adult fiction.
Akers is
the founder
of Young Writers of East Pasco,
a literary group for teens. She
lives in Pasco County with her
husband Marv and four pugs.

Julianna Baggott, a novelist,
poet, and teacher, finds time for her
literary and professional endeavors
while tending to three children.
“My kids are used to going
to Kinko’s and stuffing envelopes.
Anything I can include them in,
I do,” Baggott told Writers Write,
an internet writing journal.
Since 2001, Baggott has written
three books of poems and four novels.
In addition,
under the pen
name of N.E.
Bode, she has
published
five novels for
children; and
under the pen
name Bridget
Asher, she has
written a romantic-comedy novel.
When she started her writing
career, Baggott worked odd jobs
to support herself. She taught in
elementary school, raked leaves, and
became a ballroom dancing instructor.
Baggott lives in Tallahassee with
her husband, David G.W. Scott,
who is also a writer, and their three
children. She teaches creative writing
at Florida State University and is the
founder of Kids in Need—Books in
Deed, an organization that provides
books for underprivileged children.
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CYNTHIA BARNETT

EDWARD BLOOR

N.E. BODE

Gold Medal, Florida Nonfiction

Silver Medal, Young Adult Literature

Silver Medal, Children’s Literature

Mirage has been called one of
the most important books to hit
water-short Florida in a long time.
“In the days before the internet,
books like Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring and Marjory Stoneman
Douglas’s River of Grass were
groundbreaking calls to action that
made citizens and politicians take
notice. Mirage is such a book,’’
said Julie Hauserman in a 2007
article in the St. Petersburg Times.
Barnett, an award-winning
journalist, explores how the eastern
states, and especially Florida, have
squandered precious fresh-water
resources, resulting in shortages once
confined to
the nation’s
arid West.
Barnett has
been a reporter
and editor for
newspapers
and magazines
for 20 years.
Since 1988,
she has written
for Florida Trend magazine, where
she is associate editor. Her numerous
honors include three Green Eyeshade
awards, which recognize the best
journalism in 11 southeastern states.
She lives in Gainesville with
her husband, science writer Aaron
Hoover, and their two children.

Edward Bloor says he became a
young reader because he had nothing
better to do: He had no money, the TV
was broken, and he had no playmates.
“What began as a desperate
attempt to kill time, at some point
turned into what
I actually chose
to do with my
time,” Bloor says
on the website of
Random House,
his publisher.
He started
writing after he
began to feel
that some books and movies weren’t
done well and “even I could do better.”
Bloor sets Taken in 2036 in an
exclusive, security-conscious Central
Florida gated community where
even butlers are heavily armed.
But such protection doesn’t keep
children from being kidnapped.
Bloor’s five books for
young adults typically feature
gripping plots with thematic
social commentary. They have
consistently won top awards.
Bloor, a senior editor for
Harcourt Brace School Publishers,
lives in Winter Garden with his wife,
Pamela Dixon, and their two children.

“The elusive and charming
N.E. Bode writes from a secret
locale beneath a giant, unmarked
tree in the middle of Central Park,”
declares her publisher’s website.
Bode should be a familiar name
to those who have followed the Florida
Book Awards. She is actually Julianna
Baggott writing under a pseudonym.
The versatile Baggott also won a
bronze medal for poetry in this year’s
awards. Last year, writing as Bode, she
won the gold for children’s literature.
The Slippery Map is a fantasy in
which the protagonist’s name is Oyster
R. Motel. He grew up in a nunnery
where he bred tadpoles in holy water.
Later learning that imaginations
can be mapped, Oyster feels a wind,
hears a voice, and rides a bucket into
someone else’s imaginary world.
Says Baggott about using a pen
name: “My adult
novels are very
adult, and I
wanted to keep
them distinct
from my writing
for kids.”

To buy these books, go to www.flahum.org/bookawards
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SUDYE CAUTHEN

THOMAS B. CAVANAGH

CRISSA-JEAN CHAPPELL

Bronze Medal, Florida Nonfiction

Gold Medal, Popular Fiction

Bronze Medal, Young Adult Literature

The written word has
been a guiding constant in
Sudye Cauthen’s life.
“Because everything else shifts,
or I lose my grasp on it, writing
is the only way I know to live,
the last thing I would surrender,’’
Cauthen said in an interview with
the University of Georgia Press.
For 30 years, Cauthen, a fifthgeneration Floridian, collected oral
histories, carried out research, and
directed Florida’s first Folk Arts in
the Schools
program.
She has
received a
number of
writing awards.
Her work has
appeared in
publications
such as
Florida Review and The New
Encyclopedia of Southern Culture.
In 1987, she began writing
Southern Comforts: Rooted
in a Florida Place, which is a
combination of memoir, history,
sociology, and cultural geography.
It is a work that defines a northern
Florida region and her place in it.
Writing the book changed
her, she said. “I didn’t rid myself of
ghosts, but now I can name them.”
She lives on the Suwannee
River near White Springs.

Thomas B. Cavanagh is among
the nation’s more eclectic writers.
He has written award-winning
children’s television shows for big-name
producers like Nickelodeon and the
Disney Channel. He boasts a massive
technical-writing resume on subjects
such as human-performance technology
and propulsion education. He also
writes award-winning crime fiction.
Holder of a Ph.D. in texts
and technology, Cavanagh is the
director of online course design
and development at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University in Daytona
Beach. He has written and managed
numerous multimedia programs for
Fortune 500 companies, the federal
government, and the military.
In contrast,
his work with
children’s
television shows
once found him
chauffeuring
Mouseketeers.
He has fun
writing his crime
novels, too. In
Head Games, he introduces retired cop
Mike Garrity, who searches for a missing
rock star while coping with a terminal
brain tumor he has nicknamed “Bob.”
Each kind of writing is “challenging
and enjoyable” in its own way,
Cavanagh says. He lives in Orlando
with his family.

Crissa-Jean Chappell enjoys
doodling on napkins, cooking green
curries, exploring abandoned buildings,
and looking
for manatees.
Her
professional
interests also
are varied. She
is a professor
at the Miami
International
University of Art
and Design and a former newspaper
columnist on film, art, and culture. She
holds a master’s degree in screenwriting
and an interdisciplinary doctorate in
film theory, philosophy, and literature.
Chappell says that even as a
youngster she “was the geeky tomboy
who didn’t fit in anywhere—not
even with other geeks.”
Her newest area of interest
has resulted in her first novel
for young adults, Total Constant
Order. Its protagonist is a teenager
struggling with obsessive-compulsive
disorder, counting her footsteps,
her breaths, and her heartbeats.
“I wrote this book for my
students,’’ Chappell recounts in
an online interview. “I was also
fortunate to enlist the aid of a child
psychologist, Dr. Aaron Gleason, a
friend from high school. I remember
him as the boy who always listened
to everybody’s problems.’’
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MARY ANNA EVANS

ADRIAN FOGELIN

ARIEL GONZÁLEZ

Bronze Medal, Popular Fiction

Gold Medal, Children’s Literature

Silver Medal, Spanish Language Book

Despite her degrees in physics and
engineering, Mary Anna Evans would
rather plumb the mysteries of the past.
Effigies continues her series about
archaeologist Faye Longchamp, who
unearths skullduggery and murder.
Evans turned from engineering
to fiction after the birth of her third
child, according to her website,
which also notes she has worked as an
environmental consultant, offshore
roustabout, university administrator,
community college instructor, gift
wrapper, and bank teller.
Improbably for an author of pageturning intrigue, Evans’s first published
work was titled A Modeling Study of the
NH3-NO-O2
Reaction under
the Operating
Conditions of a
Fluidized Bed
Combustor.
Her
background
in science and
math gives her
fiction added dimension. Effigies and
her first two novels, Artifacts and Relics,
have been used to help teach students
about subjects other than literature.
“She makes a lesson in our
past a fascinating read,” writes Tony
Hillerman, another writer of thrillers.
Evans lives in Gainesville with
her husband and three children.

Adrian Fogelin’s varied life
experiences have provided plenty of
writing material,
helping her to
produce seven
novels for
young readers.
When she
was fresh out
of college, she
took a job as
an illustrator at
the Baltimore
Zoo and drew animals for six years.
Later, she opened her own art gallery
and managed a public library. She
also has lived aboard a boat in the
Florida Keys and worked as a maid.
With her latest book, The Sorta
Sisters, Fogelin won her second
consecutive gold medal in the FBA
competition. Last year her book, The
Real Question, won in the category
for Young Adult Literature.
Fogelin illustrated The
Sorta Sisters herself, using 45
drawings to help tell the story of
two girls who keep each other
company by exchanging letters.
Much of Fogelin’s writing
is modeled on her Tallahassee
neighborhood and the children who
live in it, she notes on her website. She
likes to read, write in her journal, sing,
draw, and hang out with friends.

Ariel González, a trainer
of marine mammals, has always
considered creative writing to be
his hobby. But when his daughter
Rigel was born in 2005, he grew
serious about crafting stories.
“Perhaps when she reads my
books she will be able to know
her father’s inner thoughts a
little better,” González says.
Samuel Maximo y Niketon,
his first book, features a boy who
travels to a world filled with fantastic
creatures. The boy strives to liberate the
character Niketon from a dark force.
González’s career as a trainer began
at the National Aquarium of Cuba in
1996. He is employed at Theater of
the Sea in Islamorada in the Florida
Keys, where he has trained Atlantic
bottlenose dolphins and California sea
lions since 2001.
The author
graduated
from Quimica
Industrial in
Cuba and
attended the
University of
Havana to pursue
a law degree;
but his training career brought him to
Florida before he completed the degree.
González lives in Miami with
his family.
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ELNA C. GREEN

GERMÁN GUERRA

JAMES W. HALL

Bronze Medal, Florida Nonfiction

Gold Medal, Spanish Language Book

Silver Medal, Popular Fiction

The women asked for help.
They did so relentlessly in missives to
government and to charities, pleading
to be lifted from their hopelessness and
poverty during the Great Depression.
The 300 letters collected by Elna
C. Green in
Looking for
the New Deal,
are frequently
eloquent and
reveal the extent
and the intensity
of suffering in
1930s Florida.
Written by
women of
all ages, black and white, rural and
urban, they reveal a determination
Green admires. She viewed the letters
in state and national archives.
“Although the letters sometimes
depict moments of great despair, you
don’t find yourself pitying the writers,”
Green says. “They cajole, they shame,
they blame, they barter. The letters
provide a remarkable record of an
extraordinary generation of women.”
Originally from North Carolina,
Green is a graduate of Wake Forest
and Tulane universities. This fall, she
will become the first woman in more
than 50 years to chair the Florida
State University history department.

One does not decide to become
a poet, says Germán Guerra. “Poetry
itself knocks on your door. When
you realize you are a poet, you are
swimming into those waters already.”
A poet, essayist, and editor,
Guerra is also a graphic designer
at El Nuevo Herald, the Spanishlanguage version of the Miami
Herald. He describes his interest
in photography as “the second
river I’m swimming in.”
Guerra has published several
books of poetry. His work has also
appeared in Island of My Hunger,
in which Cuban poets explore
themes of exile and identity.
Libro de silencio, translated as
Book of silence, expresses themes
of solitude,
emotions, and
memories in
simple, elegant
language.
Guerra
is the founder
and director
of Colección
Strumento, a
small press that
produces handcrafted books of poetry.
His writing on aesthetics and literary
criticism has appeared in journals in
Cuba, Spain, France, and the
United States.
He has lived in Miami since 1992.

James W. Hall, a literature and
writing professor at Florida International
University, has
written four
books of poetry, a
collection of short
stories, an anthology
of essays, and 15
novels.
He has also
washed yachts,
sliced roast beef in
a buffet restaurant,
planted palm trees around new condos,
and worked as a hand at Robert Redford’s
Sundance ranch.
Hall’s wealth of experience is reflected
in his series of thrillers featuring a
protagonist named Thorn. In Magic City,
the action moves from the Keys to Miami
and recalls the early 1960s’ political and
cultural changes.
“Everybody was converging: the
Cubans, the Mob, the CIA, the old
southern politicians,” Hall said in a
recent St. Petersburg Times interview. A
photograph of the 1964 Cassius Clay–
Sonny Liston prizefight sparks the action.
Hall and his wife Evelyn and their
three dogs divide their time between South
Florida and the mountains of western
North Carolina.
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BRUCE HUNT

DAVID KIRBY

UTHAYA KUMAR

Silver Medal, Nonfiction

Gold Medal, Poetry

Bronze Medal, General Fiction

Florida native Bruce Hunt has
written about and photographed
skydiving, auto racing, underwater
cave diving, and a dozen other
life-on-the-edge activities.
His book, Florida Then & Now,
takes the adrenaline down a few
notches, chronicling more than a
century’s worth
of changes
in one of the
nation’s more
dynamic states.
For this
2 ½-year project,
Hunt traveled
to locations
depicted in 130
historic Florida photographs and took
pictures of the same scenes today.
“I got a very intense sense of
wonderment to be…where those
pictures were taken,” Hunt said in a St.
Petersburg Times interview. “It gave me
a feeling I was traveling back in time.”
Florida Then and Now, Hunt’s
sixth book, allows readers to see
the dramatic changes Florida has
undergone. “I think there’s a message
in there that it’s worthwhile to
preserve history, to preserve our
heritage,” Hunt said in an interview
with Tampa Bay Media Talk.
Hunt, who lives in Tampa,
is a regular feature writer and
photographer for DuPont Registry
Tampa Bay Magazine.

David Kirby has published a
book every 18 months since 1969,
when he first joined Florida State
University as a newly minted Ph.D.
from Johns Hopkins University.
In addition to creating poetry,
Kirby writes literary critiques, cultural
meditations, and children’s stories.
House on Boulevard St. is a
collection of narrative poems, each a
virtual short-short story, memorable
lines packing all. It is what one might
expect of a writer whose 10 essential
works of poetry include a recording of
“The Essential Little Richard,” a tribute
to the dynamic singer who changed
pop music culture starting in the 1950s.
Kirby describes his poetry
technique as
“sort of like
quilting. I put
all my pretty
patches out
and move
them around
until they look
right to me,
and then I
start to sew,” he said in a 2007
interview with Slurve magazine.
Kirby, who has received top
writing awards, lives in Tallahassee
with his wife, poet Barbara Hamby.

A veterinarian and molecular biologist,
Uthaya Kumar wrote only scientific articles
before crafting the
stories in Ticket
to the Moon.
The collection
portrays the beauty
and character
of people in
India, especially
women, who are
materially poor
but rich in culture and dignity.
Born, raised, and educated in
India, Kumar practiced veterinary
medicine for eight years in the nation’s
villages, traveling miles on foot and
by motorcycle to make his rounds.
The experiences inform his writing.
“I thank the people of Muverirundali,
my native village, who were with me
in my heart and mind all these years,
keeping the flame alive and gently telling
me from time to time that someday I
must write their stories,” Kumar wrote in
the book’s acknowledgement section.
He and his wife moved to Montana in
1991 before eventually settling in Tampa,
where he maintains his veterinary practice.
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BOB MORRIS

LEONARD NASH

RHONDA POLLERO

Bronze Medal, Popular Fiction

Silver Medal, General Fiction

Bronze Medal, Popular Fiction

Bob Morris credits organic
chemistry with sending him on the
career path of a writer.
After failing the subject twice,
Morris traveled the world, working
for a time
at a farming
commune
in Israel. His
duties included
shoveling the
deposits of
24,000 chickens
and turkeys,
an experience
that he says prepared him well for
producing daily newspaper columns.
Morris has worked for several
newspapers, including the Florida Keys
Free Press, the Fort Myers News-Press,
the Orlando Sentinel, and the New
York Times Regional Newspaper
Group. In his spare time, he founded
the Queen Kumquat Sashay, an
annual parade in downtown Orlando.
Bermuda Schwartz is
another in his island-based Zack
Chasteen series, which also includes
Bahamarama and Jamaica Me Dead.
The character Chasteen is a former
Miami Dolphins linebacker turned
knight-errant troubleshooter.
Morris, a fourth-generation
Floridian who describes himself as an
author, chronic traveler, and itinerant
journalist, lives in Winter Park.

Believing stories lie behind every
display of trash and treasure, Leonard
Nash draws inspiration from garage
sales, thrift stores, and auctions.
“What prompts a person to
spread his or her worldly belongings
on the front lawn for the world to
see?” Nash asks in an online profile.
In You Can’t Get There From Here,
Nash’s first book, the details of people’s
lives are laid out in just such stark array.
The short story collection portrays
people who face personal crises,
struggle with temptation, and dream of
something beyond daily, dreary reality.
“You hope. You have to believe.
What choice
do you have?’’
Nash writes in
the epilogue.
Besides
writing short
stories, poetry,
essays, and
articles, Nash has
been a teacher
at the college level, a mortgage broker,
a real estate salesman, a literary
consultant, and an on-line bookseller.
Currently working on a
novel, Nash lives near the beach
in Hollywood with Murphy, his
tortoiseshell cat.

Rhonda Pollero says she has always
been a dork.
“My dorkdom began early on,” she
writes on her website. “I’ll take the easy
route and blame it on my father. He
loved language and enjoyed pop
quizzes at the dinner table on obscure
words and phraseology. The result
of that turned me into the fountain
of useless information that I am.”
Since 1993, Pollero has written
more than 30 novels, some under the
pen name of Kelsey Roberts. Knock
Off is the launch of her humorous
“F.A.T.” mystery series. (The series
name comes from the initials of its
heroine Finley Anderson Tanner.)
A USA Today bestselling
author, Pollero has won numerous
top awards for her romance novels,
including multiple Romantic Times
honors and the Holt Medallion.
Pollero was a founder of The
Writers Workshop at Anne Arundel
College in Maryland, and was lead
instructor in
craft and genre
writing for
three years.
She lives
with her family
in South Florida.
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REGINALD SHEPHERD

ENID SHOMER

Ruth Vander Zee

Silver Medal, Poetry

Gold Medal, General Fiction

Bronze Medal, Children’s Literature

Growing up in Bronx tenements
and housing projects, Reginald
Shepherd wrapped himself in words
to soften the harshness of the streets.
“I read constantly, largely as an
escape from my circumstances, and
also wrote constantly, mostly abortive
science fiction
and fantasy epics,’’
Shepherd said
in an interview
with Brenda
Gaines Hunter.
His mother’s
death uprooted
Shepherd and
dropped him
in Macon, Ga., among relatives
who disdained his passion for the
written word. “Poetry became
my lifeline then, one of the few
things (besides the hope of escape)
keeping me sane,’’ Shepherd said.
Eventually earning fine arts
degrees from Brown University and
the University of Iowa, Shepherd is
the author of five books of poetry
and has won numerous top awards.
He is editor of The Iowa Anthology of
New American Poetries, published in
2004 by the University of Iowa press.
He lives in Pensacola.

In Tourist Season, a collection
of short stories, writer Enid Shomer
“dabbles in comedy, tragedy, even
magic realism, with the style of a
poet,” writes Alex Kuczynski of
the New York Times. This is not
surprising, he adds, since she’s also
the author of four poetry collections.
Indeed, Shomer is perhaps more
widely known for her poetry than
her fiction, which includes another
collection of stories, Imaginary Men.
Tourist Season, selected for the
Barnes & Noble “Discover Great New
Writers” program, offers 10 stories
about resilient women, each at a
turning point in
her life. In one
story, a middleaged Florida
speech therapist
is told by
Eastern religious
elders that she
is a Buddhist
saint. In
another, a bond
forms between two women who
land in a county jail in Las Vegas.
Shomer’s work has received top
writing awards and has appeared in
such publications as the New Yorker,
Atlantic, and Best American Poetry.
She lives in Tampa.

Ruth Vander Zee’s father told and
retold tales around the kitchen table.
Later, as a parent
herself, she
continued the
family tradition,
telling stories
to her own
three children.
But she did
not start writing
until well into
adulthood. At age 40, she decided to
get a degree in education. Later, she
began crafting stories for children.
“We often recount these stories
as verbal tales but never make the leap
to write them down,” she said on her
website.
Eli Remembers is her fourth
children’s book. Her themes deal with
historical realities and how youngsters
cope. Eli Remembers is about a boy
learning of his family’s connection to
the Holocaust. It was inspired by a true
story from the family of Marian Sneider,
Vander Zee’s late co-author.
Vander Zee, who taught middle
school children for many years, is a
substitute teacher in the Miami Dade
public school system.
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EXCERPT FROM:

LIBRO DE SILENCIO
BY G ERMÁN GUERRA
TRANSLATED BY C OLA FRANZEN

A C, A U
un país de estatuas que andan a tientas/
a country of statues that grope their way along
Raúl Hernández Novás
a deep teardrop
tattooed on the clown’s face,
the leap, the hemorrhage
the hunger of the beasts
the swords, the voice and the silence.

onto the main street of the city
and the city’s silence is broken
and the dreams break
the deaf applaud
the lament of the blind now lost
and statues inhabit the country.
Music of blood and absent bread
and dust in place of memory
and nightsweats of insomnia
and words voices and silence.
The same thirst as always
the same other river,
always strange river
lulling all voices.

The memory of a circus
is lost when another circus arrives.
Between April and November and the winter,
when time is a long eclipse,
we have another circus
of enormous bells
and deep deep colors
casting doves and hopes

GERMÁN GUERRA, poet, essayist, and editor, is a graphic
designer at El Nuevo Herald, the Spanish-language version of
the Miami Herald, and has published several books of poetry.

“Music…gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination…
and life to everything.”
—Plato

The Hess Conservatory of Music
The premiere institution for private musical studies in southern Florida
Accepting students of all ages for piano, voice, guitar, sax and most instruments.
Summer programs available. For career, therapy and fun.
Located in Miami since 1955.
www.hessmusic.com (305) 668-9685
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Beach Racers
Daytona before NASCAR
Dick Punnett
“Captures the excitement of the early twentieth
century automotive industry and the automobile
racing tournaments held on the beaches of
Ormond and Daytona Beach. In the process,
Punnett effectively separates truth from fiction.”
—Daniel Pierce, author of White Liquor and Red
Clay: NASCAR in the Era of “Big” Bill France
Paper $25.00

Florida’s People During the
Last Ice Age
Barbara A. Purdy
“Provides a comprehensive history of the findings
and status of past and present Paleoindian research in Florida. This work is a basic reference
and excellent read for anyone interested in
Florida’s first people.”—James S. Dunbar, Florida
Bureau of Archaeological Research
Cloth $29.95

The Complete Florida Beach
Guide
Mary and Bill Burnham
“Mary and Bill Burnham prove that Florida’s
beaches aren’t just about soaking up rays. Revealing secret sweet spots throughout the Sunshine
State, they’ve created the most detailed guide for
beachgoers to ever hit the shelves. I’ll keep it in
my car for reference!”—Sandra Friend, author of
Hiker’s Guide to the Sunshine State
Paper $19.95

The New Deal in South
Florida
Design, Policy, and Community
Building, 1933–1940
Edited by John A. Stuart and John F. Stack Jr.
“A valuable study of how national policy was
translated into social and cultural realities in one
of America’s most unique landscapes and what
that local transformation tells us about the limits
and achievements of national reform efforts.”
—Carroll Van West, Middle Tennessee State
University
Cloth $29.95

A Most Disorderly Court
Scandal and Reform in the
Florida Judiciary
Martin A. Dyckman
“This is a fascinating account of a sordid chapter
in the history of the Florida Supreme Court. It
reads more like a novel than a history book; the
story is engagingly told and beautifully written.”
—Ann Piccard, Stetson University
Cloth $29.95

The Sunshine Economy
An Economic History of Florida
since the Civil War
William B. Stronge
“An authoritative, remarkably researched, insightful, and enjoyable economic history of Florida.
Anyone seeking to understand where Florida is
going will profit from reading this account of the
state’s path to the twenty-first century.”—David
Denslow, University of Florida
Cloth $34.95

University Press of Florida
Gainesville, Tallahassee, Tampa, Boca Raton,
Pensacola, Orlando, Miami, Jacksonville, Fort Myers, Sarasota

www.upf.com
1-800-226-3822

EXCERPT FROM:

COMPULSIONS OF SILKWORMS & BEES
BY JULIANNA B AGGOTT

And still is there enough room for all of you?
My heart has become
a crawlspace,
and I see the packed-in bodies, rows of faces,
no light, no air.

Q and A: Why do you write? Answer #1
Because my heart never understood biology.
The nuns wouldn’t allow us to dissect God’s creatures;
there were no preserved pig fetuses, no thawed worms,
no sharp knives. We had books, the heart splayed
on open pages.
And I memorized, repeated the words until
they were not themselves.
Coronary, coronary the heart’s reed horn.
Vena Cava, Vena Cava, a night club singer in a beaded gown.
Atrium, atrium, a glass room filled with birds.
Imagine them all, as I did, filling my chest.

Tomorrow will it shrink
to the size of a table-top aquarium?
And soon will it be a muscle fitting neatly
in my chest? It is my worst fear:
a heart the exact size and shape of a heart.
JULIANNA BAGGOTT, author of four novels, three collections of
poetry, and several children’s books (under the pseudonym N.E. Bode),
teaches at Florida State University’s Creative Writing Program.

But now I worry about overcrowding.
Vena and the birds and the horn are gone.

Welcome

Visit Central Florida’s newest cultural attraction!
Through a unique, award-winning exhibition of historic photographs and
oral histories, the Hannibal Square Heritage Center pays tribute to the past,
present and future contributions of Winter Park’s historic African American
community. The center also features artistic and cultural exhibitions and
educational programs that explore the African American experience, southern folklore and cultural preservation. Private tours and programs are available to groups. Located in the heart of downtown Winter Park, Florida. Come
share an inspiring history told by the people who have lived it!

The center is open Monday through Thursday 12-4,
Friday 12-5, Saturday 10-2, and admission is free.

The center was established by Crealdé School of Art
in partnership with the City of Winter Park
and the residents of this historic community.
Supported by a tourism development grant from:

642 W. New England Ave., Winter Park, FL 32789
PH: 407.539.2680 www.crealde.org

HC - Forum ad 1_final.indd 1
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Museum of Florida History
R. A. Gray Building
500 South Bronough Street
Tallahassee, Florida
850-245-6400
www.museumoffloridahistory.com
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EXCERPT FROM:

THE HOUSE ON BOULEVARD ST.:
New and Selected Poems
BY D AVID K IRBY

The Elephant of the Sea
Because I make the big bucks fooling around
with words, in France sometimes I like to say
“Sylvia Plath” instead of “s’il vous plaît,”
as when I open the door for Barbara and say,
“Après-vous, Sylvia Plath!” But yesterday
the lady in the boulangerie asked me what I wanted,
and I said, “Une baguette, Sylvia Plath! Crap. . . .”
Before I move to France, I have to help
my friend from France buy his first American automobile,
and naturally he wants everything on his car
to be just like mine, right down to the manatee on the tag,
for which I pay an extra seventeen dollars that
goes into some kind of special fund for endangered species.
He says, “You have zuh elephant of zuh sea
on your matriculation?” Tag, I say, tag!
And manatee! which is a Native American word meaning, uh,
l’éléphant de mer, and no, you don’t want it,
because we’re trying to save money here, remember?
We go over this several times, yet when we are in
the tag office and I am filling out a form to have his title
sent to my address, I hear Antoine say,
“I can have zuh elephant of zuh sea
on my matriculation?” to a clerk who’s got this grin
on her face like she’s either seeing God
or having an aneurysm, and I can see she loves it,
she’s going to tell the women she goes fishing with
on Lake Jackson about this foreign fellow,
nice as he could be, though, who comes into
the office the other day and says, “elephant of
zuh sea” and “matriculation,” and they’ll say,
“Wanda, hush! You’re scaring the bass!”
and so she’ll tell her husband, who will say,

“Uh-huh! Any more of these potatoes?”
and also everyone at her fortieth class reunion
and her grandchildren and their children, too,
and they’ll ignore her as well, the little ones
thinking, Whoa, G-momma’s telling those old stories again!
And on her last day, Pastor Blair will be there
saying, “That’s all right, now, Wanda, you just let go,
you hear?” And she’ll wheeze and say,
“And then this fellow says, `I can have zuh elephant
of zuh sea’—ah, glory!”
Up to this point in his life, Pastor Blair
will have had about him the same “divine stupidity”
that Tennyson attributed to Garibaldi,
but the phrase “zuh elephant of zuh sea” will wake him
right up, it’ll hit him like a triple espresso,
and he’ll always remember it, though he’ll change
the details as he works them into a story of his own
about this dying member of his congregation
who raved about this particular foreign individual who,
etc., and so forth and so on in endless retellings
which are in turn picked up by others who incorporate them
into their stories until finally “zuh elephant
of zuh sea”—well, it won’t be like France at all, will it,
it’ll be like Deutschland, i.e., über alles.
And the baker, she’ll say to her husband,
“Funniest thing: today this stuttering spastic hillbilly
zombie hayseed-type dude calls me ‘Sylvia Plath,’”
and her husband says, “You mean S’il Vous Plaît,
the author of The Colossus (1960) and Ariel (1965)?”
and she’ll pop herself on the forehead with a floury hand
and say, “You know the dates?”

DAVID KIRBY, the Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of
English at Florida State University, is the author of hundreds of articles
and 22 books, including volumes of poetry, literary criticism, cultural
meditations, and children’s stories.
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WELCOME TO THE
FLORIBBEAN
The next issue of FORUM will explore Florida’s historical and cultural
connections with the Caribbean. From pre-Columbian trade routes
to modern-day exchanges of all kinds, the ties between Florida and
its southern neighbors are as strong as Cuban coffee, as colorful as
Bahamian junkanoo, and as lively as Haitian compas.
Our next FORUM will look at how the southernmost state is also the
northernmost province of the Caribbean. Watch for it!

ONLINE SUMMER BOOK SALE AT FL AHUM.ORG/STOR E
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N ENID SHOMER’S SHORT STORY,
“Tourist Season,” retirees Milt and Frieda are
struggling to adapt to their new life in a “pictureperfect” condo in a Florida retirement community.
Frieda volunteers at a local hospital, takes classes in
water aerobics, and worries about “landfills, African
desertification, dolphins, the shrinking gene pool of
food grains, and the world her grandchildren would
inherit.” Milt takes beta-blockers, has bad knees, can
only turn his neck in one direction, and reads books
about Jewish prizefighters.
It is a story made all the more hilarious and poignant
because we all know Milt and Frieda. They are our
neighbors, our friends, our parents—ourselves. They
are retirees searching for the “Florida dream”—a new
life in the sun and dignity in old age.
Shomer’s book of short stories, Tourist Season, from
which this story got its name, is the first-place winner
for general fiction in this year’s Florida Book Awards. It
is a book strongly rooted in Florida, and like many of
this year’s entries, a book that leaves us with a deeper
sense of place and a broader understanding of Florida
and the increasingly diverse people who call themselves
Floridians.
Now in its second year, the Florida Book Awards is
the brainchild of Florida State University professors
Wayne Wiegand and John Fenstermaker. The Florida
Humanities Council is one of the organizational
partners that help to conduct this annual awards
program, which recognizes, honors, and celebrates the
best Florida literature published in the previous year.
The caliber of Florida Book Award entries and
winners tells me that Florida is cultivating a healthy
literary environment, a place where fiction writers
draw inspiration, where nonfiction writers research
compelling topics, and where readers are eager to learn
more about their state.
FHC wants to congratulate all of the award-winning
authors who are creating Florida’s rich literary
landscape and invite you to read excerpts of their
books in this issue of FORUM.

Visit FHC’s On-Line Florida Store

Your first stop for books, CDs, DVDs and more on everything Florida.
Browse items in the new
SALE section for great deals
on wonderful Florida titles
including Michael Gannon’s
Florida: A Short History.
Sale prices won’t last long,
so shop now for your
summer reading list.

Special Offer for FORUM readers:
Take $5 off your next purchase
in the FHC store.
Enter coupon code FORUM0308
at checkout to receive your discount.*

www.flahum.org/store
*Offer not valid on the purchase of memberships.
Offer valid for one time use per customer only and is not
valid with any other offers. For use on on-line purchases only.
Not redeemable for cash.
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A SPECIAL OFFER FOR FHC MEMBERS!

For a limited time, all new and renewing members at the
$125 and $250+ levels can choose to receive a great premium.
Members who give at the $125 level may receive
one of two great books.
Journal of Light caps prize-winning photographer John
Moran’s 20-year odyssey to discover the soul of one of the most
photographed states in the country. This remarkable collection of
images and essays celebrates the magic of a landscape born of water
and “blessed with beauty beyond measure.” Book is hand-signed
by the photographer.

History of Florida in 40 Minutes offers a brief, stirring
Journal of Light: The Visual Diary of a Florida Nature Photographer
by John Moran, 128 pages, hard-cover

introduction to the state’s history in both audio and print formats.
Gannon, a distinguished Florida historian, packs thousands of
years of history and change into a concise, authoritative 40-minute
cruise through Florida’s history.

Members who give $250+ may receive

Enid Shomer | Tourist Season

Cynthia Barnett | Mirage: Florida and the
Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S.
Sudye Cauthen | Southern Comforts:
Rooted in a Florida Place

Just use the form and return envelope inside
the magazine centerfold to choose your book
premium and make your contribution today.

For more information or to check on your membership status, contact us at cmeek@flahum.org or (727) 873-2001.

599 Second Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5005

FEATURING EXCERPTS FROM WINNERS
OF THE FLORIDA BOOK AWARDS

James W. Hall | Magic City

a one-year subscription to Humanities, the
bimonthly magazine of the National Endowment
for the Humanities, in addition to their choice
of books.

History of Florida in 40 Minutes
by Michael Gannon, 80 pages with accompanying CD

e orida Reader
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2007 Winners: Nonfiction: Gold: Cynthia Barnett, Mirage: Florida and the Vanishing Water of the Eastern U.S. Silver: Bruce Hunt, Florida Then & Now Bronze: Sudye Cauthen,

Southern Comforts: Rooted in a Florida Place Elna Green, Looking for the New Deal General Fiction: Gold: Enid Shomer, Tourist Season Silver: Leonard Nash, You Can’t Get
There from Here Bronze: Diana Abu-Jaber, Origin Uthaya Kumar, Ticket to the Moon Poetry: Gold: David Kirby, House on Boulevard Street Silver: Reginald Shepherd,
Fata Morgana Bronze: Julianna Baggott, Compulsions of Silkworms and Bees Young Adult: Gold: Tracy A. Akers, The Search for the Unnamed One Silver: Edward Bloor, Taken
Bronze: Crissa-Jean Chappell, Total Constant Order Children’s: Gold: Adrian Fogelin, The Sorta Sisters Silver: N.E. Bode, The Slippery Map Bronze: Ruth Vander Zee and Marian
Sneider, Eli Remembers Popular Fiction: Gold: Thomas B. Cavanagh, Head Games Silver: James W. Hall, Magic City Bronze: Mary Anna Evans, Effigies Bob Morris, Bermuda
Schwartz Rhonda Pollero, Knock Off Spanish-language: Gold: Germán Guerra, Libro de Silencio Silver: Ariel González, Samuel Maximo y Niketon

Excerpts of winning books appear in the Summer 2008 issue of FORUM, the magazine of the Florida Humanities Council.
Log-on to www.flahum.org/forum.
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FHC designed this poster to celebrate this year’s
Florida Book Awards. You’ll be seeing it at libraries
and book fairs around the state. We hope it inspires
you to sit back and enjoy the work of some of
Florida’s best writers.

